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Abstract. Brzozowski hierarchy Bk (k 20) of o-languages is defined based on Brzozowski 
hierarchy of languages, and is studied in connection with the first-order part of Biichi’s second- 
order formulas. Among others, we show that I& and the ‘arithmetic’ hierarchy & (k b0) of 
u-languages (defined according to the prenex types of the formulas that define o-languages) are 
related as X0 = B,s~‘,~B,E~~sB~sLZ;S;BS~*.. , each Bk is the Boolean closure of &, and 
&+, is the smallest lattice including Bk and dosed under left concatenation by languages in Bi 
where B’, (k a 0) is the Brzozowski hierarchy of languages. In passing we show language-theoretic 
properties (e.g., a factorization theorem) of Bk and related classes. 
1. Introduction 
Biichi 12) intro a restricted type of second-order a ithmetic which is called 
the sequential calcu r SC for short. By SC formulas one can describe properties 
of w-words over habet, say A. He proved that L @A”) is an crp-regular 
language if and only if L can be specified by an SC fon,lula as the set of w-words 
satisfying the formula. More recently, the descriptive power of SC formulas is 
studied in relation to their prenex types [g]. It is proved that SC formulas (in prenex 
normal form) of prenex type V3,3V, VV3, and 33V, respectively can specify the 
classes of o-regular languages in G, F, Ga, and F,, where V, 3 stand for quantifiers 
for individual (or number) variables, and V, 3 stand for quantifiers for set (or 
sequence) variables. (G, F, Gs, F,, . . . stand for the Bore1 hierarchy of w-languages.) 
Moreover, it is shotlvn that these four classes and G A F exhaust all proper subclasses 
of o-regular languages that correspond to prenex types of SC formulas as above, 
providing the prenex type in question contains at least one quantifier for set variables. 
In this paper we study the descriptive power of the first-order part of SC formulas, 
i.e., SC formulas containing no quantifier for set variables. Let & and & (k a 0) 
stand for the classes of w-languages which can be sp ified by using SC formulas 
with k altemniing blocks of quantifiers 3V3V.. . , V . l - , respectively. Go and 
IlO stand for classes of o-languages specified by using quantifier-free SC formulas.) 
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that these classes make strictly increasing sequences &-, s Z, s C2 s . l 0 
and &r11&‘&~-, and the sequence of oolean closures C [ ( = n,” ,k 2 0) is 
identical with the Brzozowski hierarchy & (k Z= 0) of o-languages, which is 
bY 
where BZ, (k & 0) stands for the B ozowski hierarch 
precisely, for each k 20, Bk s Sk+, s; Bk+, and Bk s; l&+, s I%+!, where &+, and 
&+, are not comparable and C k+l equals the smallest lattice including Bk and 
closed under left concatenation of languages in Bi. In pessing we WV’ show 
fundamental properties of the Brzozowski hierarchy of w-la .guages and related 
classes. 
ki hierarchy of w-l 
Let A be a finite alphabet with at least two symbols, and o = (0, 1,2,. . .}= 
A” = {WI w: o + A} is called the set of o-words over A and A* = 
{wlw:{O,l,..., n - 1) + A, n E CM} is the set of (finite) words over A. The empty 
word w : (!I-, A in A* is denoted by E. The concatenation UK and the *-operation 
L* (for LG A* and K c A* w A”) are defined as usual. 
For a subclass C(S) of the powerset of S=A*, A+= A* -E, A”, etc., we 
denote by C( S)R the Boolean subalgebra o (S) generated by C(S). The sublattice 
of P(S) generated by C(S) is denoted by C(S)L. The class of finite unions of sets 
in C(S) is denoted by C(S)? 
Unless otherwise stated, we write u, b, . . . for symbols of the alphabet A, w, V, u, . . . 
for words or o-words over A, and L, K, . . . far languages (E A*) or o-languages 
(CA”). 
Following 131, we define the Brzozowski hierarchy (or dot-hierarchy) of languages 
as 
, L, A* LI L c_ A*, finite}B, 
+,(A*)B (k a 0), 
where +,(A*)={LoL, . . . L,,ILo ,..., L,,E B,(A*),naO}. 
Note that Bo( A*) = (LA*, L, A*LI L c A*, finite)l = (LA*, A* L I L c A*, finite)*. 
(For example, E = A*-AA*,a=A*-(A-a)A*-AAA*-c,ab=A*-(A-a)A*- 
- b)A” - AAAA* -E - a.) B,(A*) is equal to {LoA*L,A*. . . 
n 2 O}B. Clearly, the sequence Bk( A*) (k a 0) is 
e class of star-free lan ges (i.e., the smallest 
) which is close olean operations and 
By extending the idea, we define the 
B,,(A”)={LA”IL/E 
&+,(A”) = +,(A”jB (k 201, 
where +,(A”) = U& . . . L t Lo,. . 0% h-t 
Note that B,(A”) is the class of open and closed sets in 
product topology of the discrete topology on A), at&d hence, is a 
of P(A”). We also define 
for S= A* and A”. In this section we will develop langu -theoretic properties 
(e.g., factorization theorems) for Bk( S) and Lk( S) for S = and A”, and in later 
sections discuss their relation to first-order SC formulas. 
It is well known [3] that each B,(A*) is closed under quotient and that the set 
of quotients of a language in B,(A*) is finite. We can easily extend the a 
to Lk(A*), Bk(A”), and Lk(Aw). 
Lemma 2.1. Let k 2 0. 
(1) Z~LE B,(A*) (or L,(A*) respectively), then {w-‘LIwEA*} and {Lw-*IWE 
A”} arefinite subclasses of Bk(A*) (or L,(A*)). 
(2) Zf LE Bk(Aw) (or &(A”) respectively), then (w-‘LI WE A*) isafinitesubclass 
of Bk(A”) (or Lk(Aw)) and { Lw-‘1 w E A”} is ajnite subclass of B&d*) (or Lk(A*)). 
Proof (by induction j. For k = 0, the lemma is clear from the definition. For k 2 1, 
we note that when L = LOLl . . . L,, 
W-‘L=(j{(u-‘Li)Li+*Li+*... LflIWEL()LI.** Li-*U}* 
i=O 
fo: _ any w E A*. This equal!ty, together with the fact that the function fw( L) = 
w-l L: P(S) + P(S) preserves Boolean operations where S = A* or A”, proves the 
firs; part of (1) and (2) of the lemma. The proof of the second part is similar. Cl 
Theorem 2.2 (factorization theorem for L E B,(A*) and Lk( A*)). For each k 2 0 and 
Bk(A*j (or L,(A*) reswYiveiy), there exists aJinite subclass { Li, i)iEZ} ofBk(A”) 
(or L,(A*)) such that 
(I) L=UiE, L&i; 
(2) if uv E L (u, v E A*), then u E Li and v E Ki for SO~VW iE I. 
roof. irst, define the equivalence relation 
u-v a u-‘L=v-‘L (u,v~A*) 
on A* and write [u] = (v E A* I u - v} (u E A*). Then, for each v E 
Lv-* =U{[u]I WE L}. 
each ti E A*, define LU = n{ Lv” 1 u E C’L}, which belon 
) by Lemma 2.1 and is a unio 
cJ{[u’]g tr-‘Lc, u’?k}. (Because u 
and conversely.) Finally, we define K, 
cJ{[u’]u--‘L1 u-‘Lr u ‘-‘L)s L On tke other ban 
and v,f u-‘L= K,,.Tkus, L=U(&K&JE 
PC finite subclasses of &(A*) (or 
Note that this result can be obtained also throu ment similar to Conway’s 
factor theory [4]* In either case9 the proof relies on the closure under quotient and 
intersection of the classes, together ith the finiteness of the set of quotients. By 
the same reasoning, one can pmve the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2’ (factorization theorem for (A”) and LJA”)). For each k a 0 and 
LE Bk(A”) (or Lk(A”) ly), there exist J&e seis ( lip 1)s B,(A*) (or 
&(A”)), ctrrd (KiliE I}c &(A”) (0~ Lk(A”) such 
(1) L=Uipr L,K,; 
(3 ifuvEL(uEA*,vEA”), ~hen~ELi~ndtlEK~forsonei~r: 
By induction we can generalize these theore as follows: for uny k rr a 0 and 
L E &( A*) (or Lk(A*) respectively), there exists a J;nire subclass { Lii 1 i E I, 
j=O,l,..., n} of &(A*) (or Lk(A*)) such that 
(1 j L=Uicl LiOLil.. . Li*; 
(2) ~~~~u,...u”E~~~~~u~,...~u~EA*, thenq,ELiO,...,u,ELi,forsomeiEI. 
A similar statement holds for &( A”) and Lk(A” ). We will call the expression 
UiEJ Li*Lil l l l Li, above a canonical n + 1 factorization of L 
By using this result, we prove that each L,JA*) (k 3 1) is closed under concate- 
nation. 
Theo 2.3. For euch k a 1, L,(A*) = M,JA*)? (Hence, Lk(A*) is closed under 
co~~a~e~~tjo~) 
It suffices to show that L, K E Mk(A*) implies Ln K E Mk(A*)“, (Then 
the distributive law proves the theorem.) Suppose L =z LOL; . . . L,, and 
K = KoK, . . . Km (L,,, . . . , L,,, K,, . . . , K,,, E B&A*), n, m 2 0). Denoting (i) = 
10 1 i i $- 1) for each i E w, let H be the set of all pairs (J g ) of strictly increasing 
func&r;~ f:(n) (I) and g:(m)+(l) with 1~0 such thatf(O)=g(O)=O,f(n+l)= 
g(m+l)=!+l, d f (( n)) v g(( m)) = (I). We write I(& g ) for the integer 1, 
Let (j;g)MF. Foreachp=0,19..., n, take a canonical f ( p + 1) -f ( pi ktoriz- 
Similarly, for ea 
AtCq; 
= 
4 
,I,...,m,takeac tion of 
b 
q-tld-1* 
Hs l(S,g,pj, atad I 
f?k+,(.Q*), we get L 
L&V’) = (LK 1 LE L,(A*), K E Bk_t(A”))“. 
Proof. The same argument as above applies to the first statement. The second 
statement follows from the first and Theorem 2.3. E 
In [I], the hierarchy Bk(A*) is proved to be infinite by showing 
L k+l = DkaDk+a.. . DoaA+ B&A*) - B,(A*) (k 3 I), 
where A = (a, b} and Dk is defined by 
&= 
ifk=O, 
ifkW. 
SinCCDkEBk(AS)[~~,WeSeeLk+,~~~k+I(A*iandDk+,eLk+,(A*)(k~O).(BeCaUSe 
&-, E &+,(A*) implies &+a = Dk+,C&+, E &+,(A*) G B,,,(A ), which is a contra- 
diction.) By using these facts we will prove the strictness of the increasing sequences 
&(A”) and Lk[A”). 
Let A = i+ fit. First note that A” - Dy = A” -\ab)” = bA” v A”aaA” v 
A*bbA”E B,(A”), and so DYE B,(A”). On the other hand, DYE L,(A”) since 
(Pr)((ab)“)-’ = (ab)* = D,e L,(A*). Thus we hav YE B,(A”)- L,( 
For k 3 2, we can observe that 
A”-&& Dk-,bAwu A*b(bDk_,)k-‘b/iw u A%( &_,)” 
v A*a(Dk_la)k-‘aAW. 
(Indeed, in the deterministic finite autom 
finite paths from 0 to 0, the set A” 
going through 0 only finitely many 
right-hand side; cf. [I].) From the 
Bk-l(AW)t then A* - Dz E Lk( 
&(A”). Thus, by in&xrinn, we see 0; E Bk(A”j (k 3 1). On the other hand, i? 
“) where k a 1, then (Dg)( 2.1 
wever with our previous )- 
for kal. 
. For each k Z= 1, 
e second proper inclusion hich is established above implies the first 
&Aw) = Lk(Aw), then Lk( ) = Lk(A”)B = &(A”). q 
o* war-d w in A” can be identified by the sets w, = {n E o 1 w(n) = a) for 
a E A, and SC an w-language L over A can be specified by stating the condition for 
the sets w, (a ) associated with members w of L We consider the first-order part 
ulas [Z] (FSC formulas, for short) to specify crb-languages in this 
way and study their descriptive power. 
e terms of FSC formulas for A” consist of variables x, y, . . . (ranging over w), 
the constant 0 (em), and the application suc( t) of the successor function sue: o + o 
to a term k Then WJ t) and t c t” (where t, t’ are terms and a E A) are called atomic 
FSC formulas. Here w,(t) is interpreted as t E w, (ho) for the o-word w under 
consideration, and c means the usual total ordering on O. The set of FSC formulas 
for fi3 then consists of the atomic ones and . 
where 4, JI are FSC formulas for w and x is a variable. (As abbreviations, we 
or an FSC sentence an w-word w in A”, when 4 holds true for 
= {a, b}, the o-language 
for all FSC sentences & 
is immediate from [ e class of o-languages definable by FSC formulas 
is ual to { &( A”) 1 k E o}, i.e., the sm 
under left concatenation of s 
relation between forms of FS 
e denote by &( “) the set of quantifier-free 
for each k 2 0, define 
&+,(A”) = {3x,3x,. . .3x,4 4 E &( “), n 2 0, xl, . . . , x, are variables}, 
&+,(A”) = {Vx,Vx2. . . VX,~ 14 E &( A”), n 3 0, x1, . . . , x, are variables}. 
For a formula 4, we denote by V(4) the set of free variables of 4. When 
V(&k{x,,..., xR}, we may write &(x1,. . . , xn) for 4, and write #(tl, . . . , t,) for 
the formula obtained from 4 by substituting terms tt, . . . , tn to x1, . . . , x,, respec- 
tively. By a standard technique one can transform any FSC formula 4(x,, . . . , x,,) 
to a formula 9(x,, . . . , xn) in &( A”) (or Q(Aw)) for some k 2 0 which is equivalent 
to 4 in the following sense: for any w (EAO) and i,, . . . , in (CO), wl=t#b( il,. . . , i,,) 
iff wl=*(i* , . _. , in). In this case we say # is a &(A”) (or &(A”) respectively) 
formula. 
We define the following classes of o-languages: 
&(AW)={AWW14 is a &(A”) sentence}, 
&(AW)={AW(~)I~ is a L&(A”) sentence}, 
for each ka0. Their, clearly, LE &JAW) iff A” - LE &(A”). In the rest of the 
paper we will prove that &(A”) = &(A”) holds for each k 2 0. 
First, to show the inclusion &(A”) c_ &(AW) we note the result by Thomas [7] 
on &(A’) = {Lc, A+1 L E &(A*)} and on certain first-order formulas for A’ called 
L,(A) formulas. 
In the L,(A) formulas to describe properties of nonempty words w (E A+), terms 
consist of variables x, y, . . . (rangingoverDom(w)={O,l,...,(w]-l}whereIw]~l), 
constants ‘min’ and ‘max’ (denoting 0 and 1 WI - 1 in Dom( w), respectively), and 
s(t) and p(t) where t is a term and the functions s, p: Dom( w) + Dom( w) are defined 
bY 
s(i) = I ii=-1 if Kmax, i if i = max, P(i) = I i-l if i>min, i if i = min. 
The atomic L,(A) formulas are either w, ( t ) or t c t’, w 
a E A. As before we interpret w,( t) as w( t) = 
ation, and < means the total order 0 < 1 < l . . < 
+, we write w!=+ w 
is called the langua by d). The sets &(A+) and 
&(A’) of L,(A) formulas, and the sets &(A+) and &( A+) of languages (GA+) 
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are also defined as in the previous case. Under these definitions, t 
[7) can be stated as iZk(A’)B= &(A+) (ka0). 
We first note the relation between C,(A) formulas in &( 
in &(A*). 
as 
For each k 2 1 and 4 irt &( A+), there exists a &( A”) formula 4(x, y ) 
with two frie variables x and y such that, for every w in A” and i c-j (E w), 
WC&i, j) iff w(i)w(i+l) . . . w(j)#=&. 
roof. We construct 4(x, y) from 4 in two steps. First we rewrite the functions s 
and p in 4 in terms of the successor function sue: o + o. More precisely, replace 
atomic formulas of the form wa( fOfI . . . fm+( ar)) in 4 (where a E A, m a 1, and 
&,fi 9 l l l ,f*-1 are s or p, and Q! is a constant or a variable) by 
3x()3x, . . .3x,_, ( wa(xO! A A !I&(&, xi-+-l) 9 i<m > 
where x0,. . . , x~-~ are new variables, xm is LY, and &( t, t’) and I,+,( t,t’) respectively 
stand for 
(t=suc(t’)h t’<max)v(t= t’n t’=max) 
and 
(suc( t) = t’ n t’> min) v (t = t’ A t’= min). 
Similarly, replace atomic formulas of the form fo fi . . l fm- 1 (a ) c gag, . . . g&p ) 
(where m, 120, fo,. . ., fm-1, go,. . . , gl_, are s or p, and Q! and p are constants or 
variables) by 
3x,3x, . . . 3xm-*3Y03Yl l l l 3YI-1 
xOcYOn A @Atxi9 xi+l) A A @g,(Yiv Yi+l) 9 
i<m it1 > 
where (t, and $,, are as above, x, is cy, and yI is p. Next replace each occurrence 
of quantifiers 
stant p_in by x, and max by y‘ 
4(x, y) satisfies the requirement. 
en the resulting formula 
Cl 
r eat 
ote first that each &(A”) is closed under union and intersection. When 
Bnozowski hierarchy of o-languages 9 
k = 0, for any word x = aoq . . . a,+ in 
&( A“‘) sentence A i< n 
o is defined by the 
Suppose k 2 1 and 
B&A“‘) (= Lk_l(AW)B). 
B&A+) since Bk_l(A+)={L-~IL~ 
result, there exists a 
*)}. Then, for each i c n, by Thomas’ 
Li = A+( &i)e On the other hand, by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a Boolean 
combination 4” of sentences in Ck_l(A”) such that L,, = A”(+,). Let # be the FSC 
sentence 
3x,3x, ._. .3x,_, 
( 40C09 x0) A :I: Gi(SUd%-*), xii) A O.(SUC(Xn-*))), 
where each si for i c n is obtained from 4i as in Lemma 3.1, and &(I) is obtained 
from +,, by replacing 
3z(. . .) by 3z( t s z A. e .), 
Vz(...) by Wz(tsz+...), 
0 by t. 
Then, clearly, for each w in A” and i in o, 
WI=&(i) iff w(i)w(i+l). . . I=&. 
From the construction, eack Gi is a &( A”) formula and hence, so is @. Also, from 
the definition of rG; we readily see that 
WI=@ iff W=WOW1...Wn fOrSOmeWiELi(i=O,l ,..., n). 
Thus L=LoL*-.. L, = A”(#) E &(Am), which proves the theorem. 0 
Our proof of the inclusion 
results and the proofs) in Sectio 
by Perrin and Pin [S]. 
ends on the discussions (the 
the line developed 
Let V be a finite set of variables. 
e are interested in its subsets of the form 
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where #(x1,. . . , x,) is an FSC formula for A” and V is a finite set of variables 
including x1,. . . , x,. In the sequel, by formulas we mean FSC formulas for A,. We 
use 4, #, l . l for formulas, x, y, . . . for variables, and V, W, . . . for finite sets of 
variables. 
The notation A”, is extended; for any LE A* u A” we write 
Lv={(w,f’)lw~ L,f: V-,Dom(w)}. 
For example, A, = {(a, f) 1 a E A, f: V-, (0)). Note that (&,f) E A$ iff V = 0; hence, 
A$ = At if V # 0. When V = $9, we identify Lv with L (c_ A* u A”). Thus, A,“( 4) is 
identified with A”( 4) for any sentence 4. 
When (w,f)~A$ and (u,g)c(A*uA”)v with Wn V=@, we define their con- 
catenation by 
if3CE W, 
if XE V. 
The concatenation is naturally extended to sets; for P c A$ and Q c (A* u A”) v 
with W n V = 0, we define PQ = { pq I p E P, q E Q}. Using this operation, we define 
extensions of L,(A*) and L,(A”), as follows. 
&(A$) =(LwA$_w, Lv, A$+Lwl LE A*, finite, WC, V}L, 
L,(A$) = {Pop,. . . P, I 4 E L&Aq)” (j s n), n 2 0, 
V is the disjoint union of VI, . . . , V,}” (k 3 l), 
L,,( A”,) = { L,,A”,._ w i L c A*, finite, W c V}“, 
Lk(A;) = {P,P, . . . P.I+LI(A$)B Wn), 
P, E L&A”v,JB, n 2 0, 
V is the disjoint union of V, , . . . , V,,}” (k a 1). 
We can carry over the discussions in Section 2 for Lk(A*) and Lk( A”) to &(A$) 
and Lk(AQl). For example, as in Lemma 2.1 we can prove that PE &(A$) and 
qEA$ imply q-‘P={r(qrE P}E Lk(A* v_w). We also get the following theorems. 
.I. For each k 2 0 and P E L,(A”,), there exist finite sets { Qi I i E 1) C_ 
Lk(A&,) and { Ri I iE I}c, Lk(AF_w,) with Wi C_ V (& I) such that 
(1) P=Uisl Q&i; 
(2) ifqrEPwithqEA$andrEAF_w, thenqEQiandr:RiforsomeiEI. 
For each k 2 1, if Q E Lk( A$) and R E L,( A”,_ & with W c v then 
of p. 
o exactly in parallel with th 
the expression U,,, Qi 
ion 2, and are omitted. As 
.I a canonical factorization 
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Next we study the sets A”,(+) in relation to Lk( A”,) where 4 E &( 
V( 4) c_ K It is immediate from the definition that 
where V(+)u V(+?B)E V. 
Lemma 4.3. If+ E &(A”) and V( 4) E: V, then A”,( 4) E L,( A”,). 
Proof. Since L&A”,) is closed under union and intersection, it suffices to show the 
lemma for atomic &( A”) formulas and their negations. When 4 contains no variable, 
clearly, A’$(+) = (LA”)” E L&A”,) for some finite LE A*. When 4 is w,(x) for 
some a E A and a variable x, 
A”,( 4) = u{ A$#awAFwI x E W, V is the disjoint union 
of V’, W, V”}E &(A”,). 
When 4 is w,(suc”( x)) for some n 2 1, a E A, and a variable x, then 
A”,(&) = U{A*V*Aw(An-‘aA”)vnl~E W, V is the disjoint union 
of V’, W, V”} E L,(A;). 
When Q is 1 w,(t) for a term ?, it is equivalent o V bC :A_= wb( t) and hence, A”,( 4) E 
L,(Ac). Easy verification of the other cases is omitted. Cl 
Lemma 4.4. For each ka 1, if A",(& E Lk(A‘$) with V(4) c V, then A&(3x4) E 
L/c(A”,-x). 
Proof. We assume V = {x, , . . . , xn} and x = x1. Then 
A”;’ -,(3x6) = 1(M) E G-XI w+(3x+)(f(xz), l l l ,f(xnN 
= {(v, gbw&‘, 6) Ix E Wr. K b4 gh4v’, 8’) 
E 4x44* ( ) * 
Since A”,( 4) E Lk( A”,), there is a canonical factorization Ui, I QiRi of A”,( 4) where 
Qi E L,(A*w) and Ri = Lk(A”,_w, ) for some WiC V(icI). Let R,<=e-‘Ri= 
{rlerE Ri} for each &I and &Aw such that xE WG V. Then we can verify 
A”~(~)=U{Q~SR~,~~~EI,~EA~,XE WC V}. ( ) ** 
(Indeed, for any p=(w,f) in A”,(4), let n=f(x), W=f-l(n), V’= 
f’({O, 1, l l l 9 n - I)), and v”= v- w- V’. Th p = q[r for some 
and r E Av. Take i E I such that q E Qi and & i. Then, r E R,, 
C_ is verified. The reverse inclusion is obvious.) For each 5 = aw E 
V, let E’= aw--X. Then from (*j and (**) above we see 
A",-,(~x~)s !J{QJ’ &EI,&EA~,xE 
which belongs to L,JAT_,) by Theorem 4.2 because L-X) 
and 
For each ka 1, let &(AF)={A”,(#)I~E&J 
6. For k = 1, it is immediate from Lemmas 4.3 and 
then 
(A”), v(Bb) s Vk Lkf 
proof by induction. q 
, implies Xk+l(A”v) c_ Lk+l(AT). is completes the 
4.6. For each k%l, &(A”) = Lk(A”). 
When k = 0, &(A”) IE L&A”) is clear from the definition. For k a 1, 
) c Lk( A”) has been proved in Lemma 4.5 as the special case where V = 0. 
Theorem 3.2 proves the reverse inclusion. 0 
3. Sequences &(AW) c_ &(A”) c_ &(A”) c_ l l 9 and &(A”) E &A*) s 
strictly 
(E&+l(A’;nnky(AW), 
increasing with &(A”)B = llk(A(Y)B= &(A”) 
ka0). For each ka 1, Zk(A”) and &(A”) are not corn- 
rable. 
f. The first statement follows from Theorems 2.4 and 4.6. If II,, G &(A”), 
then Sk(#) = &(A”)B = Bk(A”), which cone-adicts Theorem 2.4. Taking comple- 
ments, we disprove &(AY)s &(A*). 0 
t 
_. 
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